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his playbook is a starting point. It offers you an outline for
how to use available labour market information (LMI) to
illuminate potential job pathways for people from declining jobs
to ones that are growing. Our approach combines this data with
insights on the needs and interests of job seekers and employers
to consider the many factors that should be taken into account
when designing policies, services, and digital tools that are
aiming to identify high-potential job transition pathways and help
people move along.
We drew insights from our corresponding report, Lost and Found:
Pathways from disruption to employment, to create this playbook.
See the full report on our website.
We hope you find it useful! If you have suggestions on how we
can improve it, or questions about how to use it, we’d love to
hear from you.

WHO IS THIS FOR?
++ Policymakers
++ Workforce developers and service providers
++ Trainers and educators
++ Employers
++ Anyone interested in using labour market information to meet
the challenge of supporting people in declining occupations
in finding and transitioning into sustainable, resilient
employment
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THE CHALLENGE

We face a collective challenge. On one hand, it is essential to
enable workers whose jobs may be threatened by disruption to
secure gainful employment elsewhere. On the other, it is equally
critical to meet the evolving skills demands of local employers
so they can remain competitive. In an ideal scenario, these two
forces would overlap.
However, traditional responses have not adequately addressed
key components of this challenge. While there are many potential
alignments between workers looking for jobs and employers
looking for talent, a range of barriers prevent workers and
employers from becoming aware of, acting on, or successfully
realizing those opportunities.
Even when we can identify promising pathways based on skills
and experience rather than job titles and credentials, there
are still obstacles. Many factors conspire to keep otherwise
suitable workers out of positions that need them, including an
individual’s well-being and psychological readiness to pursue new
opportunities after job loss; financial and geographic mobility
constraints; firm hiring practices; and residual skills gaps and
training needs.
We need new structures that draw on local labour market
information and reflect the needs and interests of job seekers
and employers to better connect workers looking for jobs and
employers looking for talent. This playbook describes how to go
about designing these solutions. We plan to augment and refine it
as our research progresses.
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IN THE COURSE OF OUR RESEARCH, WE...
1. Developed a model to identify high-potential job pathways
Our model focuses on identifying key areas of vulnerability and
strength in a local labour market to illuminate potential pathways
where labour may be better allocated. In addition to the skills
required in an occupation, we focus on individual- and firm-level
considerations that need to be taken into account when designing
programs and policies to support worker transitions.
2. Tested the pathways model in the Greater Toronto and
Hamilton Area (GTHA)
We tested the utility of the model by identifying five highpotential pathways in the GTHA and used the model criteria
to focus more closely on two of these pathways. To ensure
that our pathways model could provide real-world value, we
interviewed local employers, training providers, and educators
about the challenges they see in realizing the pathways identified
by the model, as well as the strategies needed to help workers
successfully pursue these pathways.
3. Explored lessons from applying the model
Drawing on the lessons we learned from developing and
validating our pathways model, we explore how it could provide
the groundwork for future research and interventions supporting
job seekers and employers in different use cases.
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A N E X A M P L E PAT H WAY
Motor Vehicle Assemblers, Inspectors and Testers ➜
Mechanical Engineering Technologists and Technicians
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his is a high-level look at how we applied the pathways
model, sharing how and at which stage each criterion can be
considered.
To test the model, we started with origin jobs and matched them
with destination jobs before diving into other considerations
that might affect someone’s transition from one to the other.
However, that’s only one way to apply it. Next, we consider how
the model can be adapted for different use cases.
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S TA R T B Y D E F I N I N G Y O U R A R E A O R
REGION OF INTEREST

A

If you’re an employer looking to support
employees affected by a workforce reduction…
You’ll want to start by determining the occupation
codes for the jobs being reduced.
Flip to page 8

B

If you’re an employer looking to identify a new
source of talent…
You likely know the destination job you need
to fill, so begin by selecting the corresponding
occupation code. But if not...
Flip to page 12

C

If you’re a policymaker or workforce developer
looking to support workers who are being
affected by disruption…
Flip to page 8
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CHOOSE AN
O R I G I N O C C U PAT I O N

Origin jobs are those already showing signs of declining
employment regardless of the source of disruption.
›› Determine which National Occupation Code (NOC) fits with
the origin occupation you’re focused on.
›› Determine if this job is experiencing large proportional
declines within the chosen geographic area.
Data source
++ Statistics Canada’s 2006 and 2016 Censuses of the Population
can be used to measure employment changes over time.
They can be examined at the most granular NOC categories:
the four-digit level. Depending on the geographic area,
Census Metropolitan Areas or Census Agglomeration may be
appropriate.

Why this matters
Origin jobs represent the occupations where larger numbers of
workers are more likely to need support to transition into other
jobs. For employers looking to hire, origin jobs also reflect areas
for sourcing potential talent.
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A

B

Next, you’ll need to generate corresponding
destination jobs based on skills overlap.
Flip to page 10

Next, there are other factors to consider
beyond skills fit when connecting origin and
destination jobs.
Flip to page 14

C

Next, you’ll need to generate corresponding
destination jobs based on skills overlap.
Flip to page 10
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G E N E R AT E O R I G I N / D E S T I N AT I O N J O B S
W I T H R E A S O N A B LY L A R G E S K I L L S O V E R L A P S

Job transition pathways reflect a move from a job that is in
decline to another job that is growing based on similarity of skills
as well as suitability, which includes local vacancy rates, overall
employment numbers, historic growth, and pay.
›› Identify pathways between jobs based on their underlying
skills requirements.
Data source
++ Occupational Information Network (O*NET)
This describes almost 1,000 occupations against eight
attributes (abilities, skills, knowledge, work styles, work
values, work context, work activities, and interests) and
their underlying elements. This database is US-based, but
can be linked to Canadian occupation classifications using a
crosswalk developed by the Brookfield Institute (available on
our website).

Why this matters
Theoretically, the closer the skills fit between the occupations, the
easier it will be for workers to transition into and perform well in
new roles with minimal training.
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A

B

C

Using a number of criteria, consider which
destination jobs are more likely to be a better fit.
Flip to page 12

Based on the origin jobs generated, consider
narrowing your choices.
Flip to page 8

Using a number of criteria, consider which
destination jobs are more likely to be a better fit.
Flip to page 12
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CHOOSE A
D E S T I N AT I O N O C C U PAT I O N

Destination jobs are growing occupations that are competitive
and relatively resilient to shocks. They also represent jobs that
individuals can be reasonably expected to transition into from
origin jobs.
›› Determine which National Occupation Code (NOC) fits with
the destination occupation(s) you’re focused on.
›› Determine if the wages are competitive relative to the origin
job(s).
Data source
++ Employment income levels from the 2016 Census
›› Are destination jobs within a reasonable commuting distance?
›› Are destination jobs likely to grow in the near future?
Data source
++ 2006 and 2016 Censuses of the Population
++ Employment and Social Development Canada’s (ESDC)
Employment Outlooks for 2018 to 2020
›› Are employers hiring for this job, and do they employ enough
people relative to the origin job?
Data source
++ Number of job postings attributed to each NOC in the region
you have chosen.
Our data on job postings comes from Vicinity Jobs, a big data
analytics and Internet search company, by way of the Labour
Market Information Council.
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Why this matters
While a job transition might be possible, that doesn’t mean
it is desirable. Even if people experiencing job loss find other
occupations that fit their skills profile, they still might be
underemployed, required to take a pay cut, or find themselves
in a job that is also vulnerable to disruption in the short term.
Ideally, a job pathway should be aimed at transitioning individuals
into jobs that are growing, hiring, paying well, and are reasonably
resilient to future shocks.

A

Next, there are other factors to consider beyond
skills fit when connecting origin and destination
jobs.
Flip to page 14

B
C

Next, you’ll need to generate corresponding origin
jobs based on skills overlap.
Flip to page 10

Next, there are other factors to consider
beyond skills fit when connecting origin and
destination jobs.
Flip to page 14
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W H AT OT H E R FA C TO R S
SHOULD YOU CONSIDER?

Consider whether there any credential and experience
requirements (e.g. special licensing requirements such as Red
Seal certifications) in destination jobs that might pose significant
barriers to workers from the origin jobs.
Consider how long it would take for a worker to transition from
an origin job.
Consider the barriers to career transitions that might be specific
to your area or region of focus.
Consider the barriers to career transitions that might be specific
to your industry of focus.
Consider the interests and needs of workers facing disruption in
the origin job. Are they interested in the destination occupation?
Do they know about it? What support would they need to become
attractive to employers of the destination occupation?
Consider how employers are hiring for candidates and who they
consider to be good candidates in this occupation or sector (e.g.
if there’s an emphasis on credentials, networks, or specific past
experience). How do employer hiring practices align or misalign
with the ways job seekers are looking for work?
Consider the supports that are available, or could be created to
help workers transition successfully. This could include upskilling
programs, increasing access to physical and mental health
supports, professional networks, childcare, or relocation services.
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Data source
++ Interviews or focus groups with workers and job seekers,
service providers, and/or employers
++ Partnerships with service providers, training institutions, and/
or employers

Why this matters
For any stakeholders involved in supporting job transitions,
our model’s combination of data can be a helpful start but is
insufficient on its own. It is just as important to convene and
consult with workers and employers as well as educators and
other service providers to validate the pathways, identify barriers,
and devise strategies to overcome them.

A
B
C

While this is the final step of our model, the
process does not necessarily end here. Work
transitions, the people that undergo them,
and the factors that enable or obstruct
them are complex. Often, enabling people
to move along job transition pathways will
require new solutions and partnerships and
a process of evaluation and iteration.
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W r a p-u p

W

hether you’re a policymaker or service designer aiming to
get ahead—or stay on top of—labour market disruption,
or an employer seeking to manage layoffs in a way that
respects employees or find sources of local talent, this playbook
provides a starting point. It highlights some of the key steps and
considerations that should guide the work needed to enable
successful job transitions. Depending on what you’re aiming to
achieve, some of the criteria and considerations highlighted may
be more or less important, and others could be added.
Connecting workers looking for jobs with employers isn’t simple,
but it can be done. Making these connections requires new
approaches that are driven by data and centred around people.
We will continue to iterate on this model to ensure that skills fit
as well as individual- and employer-level factors are addressed as
comprehensively as possible.

This project is funded by

JPMorgan Chase & Co. is a leader in investment
banking, financial services for consumers and
small businesses, commercial banking, financial
transaction processing, and asset management.
The firm’s model for corporate responsibility
impact focuses on four strategic drivers of inclusive
growth: jobs and skills, small business expansion,
financial health, and neighborhood revitalization.
Learn more at jpmorganchase.com
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